Gavilan Joint Community College

GAVILAN COLLEGE

ALL LOCATIONS - GENERAL TO SITE

CLASSROOMS AND OFFICES Priority:Medium

RecTitle: Electric Space Heaters

Electric space heaters were observed throughout the District. They were located in offices, classrooms, and custodial closets. The use of electric space heaters should be discontinued due to the fire hazard they present.

ADAPTED PHYSICAL EDUCATION CENTER

NONE Priority:Low

RecTitle: No unusual hazards were observed at the

following locations

At the time of the inspection, no unusual hazards were observed at the following locations: Fitness Center, Room # 101 and 120.

AVIATION DEPT

INDUSTRIAL ARTS/SHOPS Priority:Medium

RecTitle: Securing Equipment

Grinder - Drill Press Bench-style and unstable freestanding equipment, i.e., grinders, vises, miter saws, and drill presses, should be secured to the bench or floor, as appropriate, to prevent them from moving or tipping over during use.

CAFETERIA

ELECTRICAL Priority:Medium

RecTitle: Energized extension cord

Pacific Grill. An electric extension cord was energized with no attached load. When not in use, extension cords should be unplugged and properly stored.

CAMPUS BOOK STORE

CLASSROOMS AND OFFICES Priority:High

RecTitle: Electric Power Cords on the Floor

Shipping & Receiving Area. The position of electrical power cords created a trip/fall hazard. Cords should be routed away from walking areas or properly secured to eliminate hazard.

CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER

NONE Priority:Low

RecTitle: No unusual hazards were observed at the

following locations

At the time of the inspection, no unusual hazards were observed at the following locations: Kitchen, Play Area and Room # 127 and 134.

HEALTH OCCUPATIONS BLDG
NONE Priority:Low

RecTitle: No unusual hazards were observed at the following locations.
At the time of the inspection, no unusual hazards were observed at the following locations: Room # 104 and 114.

HUMANITIES
NONE Priority:Low

RecTitle: No unusual hazards were observed at the following locations.
At the time of the inspection, no unusual hazards were observed at the following locations: Room # 103, 104, and 113.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
NONE Priority:Low

RecTitle: No unusual hazards were observed at the following locations.
At the time of the inspection, no unusual hazards were observed at the following locations: Room # 106, 107 and 109.

LEARNING SKILLS LAB
NONE Priority:Low

RecTitle: No unusual hazards were observed at the time of this inspection.
No unusual hazards were observed at the time of this inspection.

LIBRARY
CLASSROOMS AND OFFICES Priority:High

RecTitle: Electric Space Heaters
Room # 201. The use of electric space heaters should be discontinued due to the fire hazard they present.

LIBRARY
ELECTRICAL Priority:High

RecTitle: Extension cords/surge bars
LI- 126 -128. The practice of using extension cords and/or surge bars creates a fire hazard. The equipment should be connected directly to the electrical supply, or if this is not possible, one surge bar may be used or one extension cord can be used temporarily.

LIBRARY
NONE Priority:Low

RecTitle: No unusual hazards were observed at the following locations.
At the time of the inspection, no unusual hazards were observed at the following locations: Room # 168, L170, L171, L1 -150, L1-116, L1-128, L1-135 and LI-139.

LIBRARY
CLASSROOMS AND OFFICES Priority:Medium
RecTitle:Raised carpet trip hazard Customize
Area HQ21. The raised title creates a trip/fall hazard and should be removed or re-installed to eliminate the hazard.

LIBRARY
FIRE EQUIPMENT/PROTECTION Priority:Medium
RecTitle:The fire extinguisher was missing and should Customize
be replaced.
The fire extinguisher was missing and should be replaced, hallway.

LS PREP ROOM

SCIENCE CLASS/WORK ROOMS Priority:Medium
RecTitle:Eyewash/deluge shower inspections
Eyewash stations and deluge showers are required to be inspected on a monthly schedule. Each emergency eyewash and/or deluge shower station should be clearly identified and kept clear of obstructions.

MAINTENANCE YARD
INDUSTRIAL ARTS/SHOPS Priority:High
RecTitle:Table saw guard Customize
Maintenance Shop. The blade guard on the table saw was missing and should be replaced.

MAINTENANCE YARD
INDUSTRIAL ARTS/SHOPS Priority:Medium
RecTitle:Secure compressed gas cylinders Customize
Maintenance Shop. All compressed gas cylinders should be secured in the upright position with strong securing devices (chain, straps or clamps) to prevent accidental tip-over.

MAINTENANCE YARD
NONE Priority:Low
RecTitle:No unusual hazards were observed at the time of this inspection.
No unusual hazards were observed at the time of this inspection.

MATH BUILDING
NONE Priority:Low
RecTitle:No unusual hazards were observed at the following locations
At the time of the inspection, no unusual hazards were observed at the following locations: Room # 103, 106 and 115.

MUSIC ROOM
NONE Priority: Low
RecTitle: No unusual hazards were observed at the
following locations

At the time of the inspection, no unusual hazards were observed at the following locations: Room # 101 and 102.

OTTMAN GYMNASIUM
ELECTRICAL Priority: Medium
RecTitle: Electrical panel blocked
Storage Area Room # 132. The electrical panel was blocked by miscellaneous material. A minimum 36"
clearance should be maintained around the panel at all times.

PHYSICAL SCIENCE
SCIENCE CLASS/WORK ROOMS Priority: High
RecTitle: An emergency natural gas and/or electricity
shut-off
Room # 101, 105, 106 and 112 emergency natural gas and/or electricity shut-off should be provided, clearly
labeled and access maintained at all times.

POOL FILTRATION AREA
SWIMMING POOL Priority: High
RecTitle: One Time Recommendation
Boiler Room Pit Area. Open exposure to pit, fall protection existing safety chain should be in place at all times.

SECURITY
NONE Priority: Low
RecTitle: No unusual hazards were observed at the time
of this inspection.
No unusual hazards were observed at the time of this inspection.

SOCIAL SCIENCE BUILDING EXTERIOR
LIFE SAFETY Priority: Medium
RecTitle: Emergency evacuation routes
Flammable materials should be removed form stairwell. Exits and all other elements of the emergency evacuation
routes should be kept clear at all times. Many exit doors and exit aisles were completely or partially obstructed by
various types of equipment.
STUDENT CENTER
NONE
RecTitle: No unusual hazards were observed at the time of this inspection.
No unusual hazards were observed at the time of this inspection.

TENNIS COURTS
NONE
RecTitle: No unusual hazards were observed at the time of this inspection.
No unusual hazards were observed at the time of this inspection.

THEATRE
ELECTRICAL
RecTitle: Collection of electric cords/surge bar
The collection of electric power cords to one electric outlet should be replaced with U.L. approved multi-outlet electrical receptacle or surge bar to reduce fire and electric shock hazards.

THEATRE ROOM 127
NONE
RecTitle: No unusual hazards were observed at the time of this inspection.
No unusual hazards were observed at the time of this inspection.

THEATRE ROOM 130
CLASSROOMS AND OFFICES
RecTitle: Electric Space Heaters
Electric space heaters were observed throughout the offices, classrooms, and custodial closets.
The use of electric space heaters should be discontinued due to the fire hazard they present.

WEIGHT ROOM
NONE
RecTitle: No unusual hazards were observed at the time of this inspection.
No unusual hazards were observed at the time of this inspection.
HOLLISTER AVIATION
AVIATION SHOP
FIRE EQUIPMENT/PROTECTION Priority: Medium
RecTitle: Fire extinguisher monthly inspections Customize
Fire extinguishers should be visually inspected monthly to ensure a fully charged condition and not outdated. The inspection tag should be dated and initialed after each inspection.

HOLLISTER BRIGGS
GENERAL CLASSROOMS
NONE Priority: Low
RecTitle: No unusual hazards were observed at the following locations Customize
At the time of the inspection, no unusual hazards were observed at the following locations: Room # 1, 4, 5, 7 and library.

MORGAN HILL (COMMUNITY CENTER)
GENERAL CLASS ROOMS
NONE Priority: Low
RecTitle: No unusual hazards were observed at the following locations Customize
At the time of the inspection, no unusual hazards were observed at the following locations: Room # 4, 10, 11, 12 and 13.